ABSTRACT
The application of the cloud computing concept to robots is called Cloud Robotics. It is a concept that utilizes the services of the cloud so that robots can have learning abilities. Since applications for Cloud Robotics have to be developed in a platform, majority of the cloud application developers choose ROS for it. Robot Operating System (ROS) is an open source middleware that has a collection of inter-programming language headers to allow the sharing of data between independent programs. ROS provides a graph-like structure for cloud robotics. A new library for ROS that is a pure Java implementation, called rosjava, allows Android applications to be developed for robots. Since Android has a booming market and billion users, it would be a huge leap in the field of Cloud Robotics.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Networked Robotics has a long history but Cloud Robotics is a relatively recent term. “Robotics on Cloud” is a concept that utilizes data collected from robots and sensor networks by creating cloud storage to save the information and reusing it at the time of need. It uses the help of the Internet to increase robotic capabilities by reducing on-board computation and providing services on demand. Since robots will be connected to the cloud, they can communicate with each other and exchange useful information among each other. This off-board computing is called Cloud Computing. Massive parallel computation and real-time sharing of data resources are the basic services provided by Cloud Computing.

Since our discussion is on robots and the development of Robotic applications, we must know what a Robotic middleware is. There is an abstraction layer that resides between the operating system and the software application which is designed to manage the heterogeneity of the hardware, improve software application quality, simplify software design, and reduce development costs. This is known as a robotic middleware. ROS is one such middleware. Elkady and Sobh [3], in their discussion on Robotics Middleware, described the objectives of ROS as a middleware which provides services of the operating system such as low-level device control, hardware abstraction, message-passing between processes, and many others. So, ROS is not an operating system but a “meta-operating system” [13] for robot software which consists of a number of small tools to allow sharing of data between independent programs. ROS is an open source robot operating system that provides:

- Hardware abstraction.
- Low-level device control.
- Message Passing.
- Package Management.

2. CLOUD ROBOTICS
Generally, all the information that a robot has is contained within itself and there is very little scope for learning new things. So, there is a need of storing robot information in the Internet so that new things can be learnt easily and application for robots can share common features. This leads us to the concept of “Cloud Robotics.”

The term “Cloud-enabled robotics” was presented by James Kuffner for the first time at the IEEE RAS International Conference on Humanoid Robotics in 2010. Now, we know it more commonly as Cloud Robotics (CR) [13]. There are 4 basic sequence of robotic actions associated with Cloud Robotics [as performed by Willow Garage’s PR2 robot].

- Data capturing by the robot: In this step, there is a 2D camera and a 3D scanner which detects the object onboard of the robot. The output is a 2D image and a 3D point cloud, but only the 2D image is sent for processing to the cloud server.
- Data Processing on cloud servers: The server returns a 3D CAD model of the object to the robot if it was able to identify the object based on the 2D image.
- Processed data is applied: In this step, the robot determines the object’s position and orientation based on the obtained 3D CAD model and the measured 3D point cloud. The robot, then, applies its functionality thereafter.
- Sending feedback to the server: Finally, the robot sends the results of the functionality back to the server so that the server’s database can be trained for further use.

Cloud Robotics has the prospective to considerably advance a robot’s working in human environments. Currently, under the mainstream research of robotics and artificial intelligence (AI), Cloud Robotics is considered to be one of
the most looked-upon research fields [11]. The existing cloud-computing infrastructure is based upon a service-oriented architecture. The key focus of the research on Cloud Robotics is to look at the likelihood of using this existing infrastructure. For various robotic applications of the future, the main aim in this field is to establish a shared network resource in order to make robots more scalable.

3. CLOUD COMPUTING

Commonly, Computing Clouds [18] are classified into 3 types: Public Clouds, Private Clouds, and Hybrid Clouds. Another type of cloud is Community Cloud. When a Cloud is offered to the common public in a pay-as-you-go approach, we call it a Public Cloud. The term Private Cloud is used to refer to internal data-centers of any organization which is not made available to the common public. A Hybrid Cloud is a combination of public as well as private clouds.

Cloud computing services hierarchy is topped by Cloud Robotics, a new paradigm and a System of Systems in itself [4].

Cloud Computing provides 3 basic types of services:

- **Software as a Service (SaaS):** In this model, software application is hosted as a service and end-users use the application on the browser.
- **Platform as a Service (PaaS):** In this model, the end user creates, tests, and uploads applications using tools and libraries hosted by the service provider.
- **Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS):** This model involves hosting of hardware computing services like storage, hard drive, servers and network components.

4. ROBOT OPERATING SYSTEM

Willow garage preserves ROS as an open source project [20] which offers a graph-like pattern for networked robotics. It was developed by Stanford in 2007 under the name Switchyard [2] originally. Robot Operating System (ROS) provides package tools and operating system-like tools [1].

Basically, as a collection of inter-programming language headers, ROS allows independent, individual programs, referred to in ROS nomenclature as nodes, to share data between themselves [10]. ROS is based on nodes, messages, topics, and services. In ROS, Nodes are the software modules or processes in the control code. Nodes communicate with each other through message passing i.e., passing multiple messages. A special type of message, called service, consists of a pair of messages, one for request and the other for reply. Nodes can publish and subscribe to a single (or multiple) topics.

Jonathan Bohren, in ROS Crash-Course Part I [6], mentioned that ROS is:

- Not an OS but a “meta” operating system for robots.
- A set of different tools for packaging and software building.
- Architecture for distributed intra-/inter-machine communication and configuration.
- System runtime and data analysis development tools.
- Under permissive BSD licenses, it is open-source (ROS core libraries).
- Has an architecture that is language-independent (C++, python, lisp, Java, and more).
• A platform that is scalable (ARM CPUs to Xeon Clusters).

He also mentioned that ROS is not:
• An actual operating system (OS).
• A programming language to write codes.
• A programming environment / Integrated Development Environment (IDE).
• A hard real-time architecture.

Jürgen Hess et al mentioned that there is more to ROS [7]:
• (De-)Serialization under the board.
• Central multi-level logging.
• Preemptible actions, service calls.
• Centralized time.

According to a site robohub.org [16], “ROS (Robot Operating System) is a BSD-licensed system for controlling robotic components from a PC.” There are a number of independent nodes in any ROS system. Each node communicates with one another using a ‘publish/subscribe’ messaging model. For example, an infrared sensors' driver can be thought of as a node that publishes sensor data in a stream of messages. These messages could be used by several other nodes.

The developers at Google and Willow Garage have developed a rosjava library [14]. This new library is the first implementation of ROS using pure Java and was developed at Google with the goal of enabling sophisticated Android applications for cloud robotics. Since the entire library, tools, and the hardware that come along with Android devices are perfectly suited for robotics, Cloud Robotics with ROS can be a very good platform for the future of robotics development.

5. USING ROS IN CLOUD ROBOTICS

ROS can be used to create robots that can be used for our daily purposes and Cloud Robotics would help us augment the information contained in these robots. So, basically, we use ROS to develop robotic applications and CR to maintain them.

The Personal Robot (PR2) is a portable manipulation platform built by Willow Garage [14]. The entire (PR2) software structure is written with the help of ROS leading to which all PR2 capabilities are available to use via ROS interfaces. So, Cloud robotics using ROS is not too far from sight. In days to come, Robot operating system can be used to develop robotic applications that will work with the cloud in the cloud.

6. FUTURE ASPECTS OF CLOUD ROBOTICS

Future robotic applications will benefit from cloud robotics, which provides the following advantages over traditional networked robots [19].

• Future Robots will have the ability to offload computation-intensive tasks to the cloud. The robotic platform becomes lighter and less expensive with easier to maintain hardware. To enable real-time actions, the robots only have to keep necessary sensors, actuators, and basic processing power. The maintenance of software onboard with the robots also becomes simpler, with less need for regular updates. The operational life and usefulness of the robotic network can be extended quite easily since the cloud hardware can be upgraded independently from the robotic network.
Future Robots will have access to shared knowledge and new skills. A medium is provided by the cloud for the robots to share information, learn new skills, and acquire additional knowledge from each other. The cloud can host a database or library of skills or behaviors that map to different task requirements and environmental complexities.

Future Robots will have access to large amounts of data. The robots can acquire knowledge to execute tasks through databases in the cloud. They do not have to deal with the creation and maintenance of data that comes in and goes out of the cloud.

7. CONCLUSION

ROS supports the philosophy of modular, tool-based software development in Robots. Even though ROS cannot be used as a framework for all Robotics software development, it can be extended by other software systems in future so that not only a specific set of challenges are met but every new challenge is considered and a solution is found. Cloud Robotics has a very essential challenge of determining the optimal ratio between online and offline computation. ROS can further be extended to create a balance in the online and offline computation done by robots.
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